GRC TOOLS

“The different parts of my addresses in my database are all
mixed up. How can GRC Tools help me to parse this data into
different fields?”
Your data might look something like this:

Data such as the postal code and the postbox address has been entered simply in three
fields: address1, address2 and address3. You want to be able to parse the data into
different fields so that it is easier to process. The country has already been assigned (this
is a requirement for GRC Tools).
For this file you would choose to run these processes:
•
•
•
•

Locate postal codes - this finds the postal codes which are currently floating in the
address fields.
Move located postal code - this moves the postal code which has been found to a
new field.
Move postbox numbers - this will find the postbox addresses which are mixed up
with the street addresses, and move them to a new field.
Move house numbers - this will move the house numbers to a new field.

To run these processes, you need to make sure that your table has fields to which to move
the data, so you need to add fields to hold the postal code, the postbox number and the
house number:

Run GRC Tools. Specify that the country code is stored in the field country, link the
codes to the country concerned, click apply same fields to each process to all countries
(because you are running the same processes over the same fields for all countries), and
continue.

For each country, choose the four processes locate postal codes, move located postal
codes, move postbox numbers and move house numbers.

Repeat for each country.
You know that in your data the postal code can be in the field address2 or the field
address3, so choose these fields for the process locate postal codes. Note the name of the
file that GRC Tools will automatically create to hold the postal codes found. Add the
name of this file to the move located postal codes dialogue, along with the name of the
field to contain the moved postal code.
Postboxes are found in your data either in field address1 or field address2, so give these
fields in the choose fields to process screen for the move postbox numbers process. In the
dialogue provide the name of the field to move the postbox to. The other fields are not
required for this case, so you can leave them blank. If you want to retain the word

“Postbox” before the number which is moved, click the retain word POSTBOX (in
correct translation box.

In your data the house numbers are found in either field address1 or field address2.
Specify these fields in the move house numbers field choice screen. You want to move
the numbers to a new field, so specify this at the next dialogue.

Specify the name of the field to which the house number is to be moved, and check the
accept lookup table defaults box, which means that GRC Tools will look in the normal
place for this country for the number. Repeat for each country.
GRC Tools will now process your data. This is how your data will look at the end of the
processing:

You will note that the postal code has in all cases been found and move. The postbox
numbers have been found and moved, and the postbox strings have been corrected and
standardised. The house numbers have all been moved, except for those which are found
at the wrong end of the street address (e.g. rue de la Gare 17 in France). To move these,
re-run the move house numbers process, asking for the program to search from the back
of the street address string for France.
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